We are improving equality reasoning in automatic theorem-provers, and congruence classes provide an efficient storage mechanism for terms, as well as the congruence closure decision procedure. We describe the technical steps involved in integrating logic variables with congruence classes, and present an algorithm that can be proved to find all matches between classes (modulo certain equalities). An application of this algorithm makes possible a percolation algorithm for undirected rewriting in minimal space; this is described and an implementation in hol98 is examined in some detail. 1
Introduction
There has been a long-standing difficulty in theorem-proving of blending together deduction steps (such as Modus-Ponens or specialization) with equality steps (Leibniz' rule of substituting equals for equals). On the equality side, there are useful rewriters in most interactive theorem-provers: these are able to call decision procedures and perform 'simplifying' deductive steps. On the deduction side, there are powerful resolution theorem-provers such as Gandalf [14] : these include special deductive rules for handling equality but still this is where they are weak in practice.
We are interested in combining these two worlds, and in this paper we present a method to improve the handling of equality in deductive provers, using congruence classes. To motivate this work, consider the following example from group theory that a deductive prover would find difficult to handle: 
⇒ {∀x. x * i(x) = e}
Here the antecedent is enough to axiomatize the group operation ( * ), identity (e) and inverse (i), and the consequent is the right inverse group law. Here is a proof in the form of a chain of equalities [3] :
(x * i(x)) * (x * i(x)) = i(x * i(x)) * (x * (e * i(x))) = i(x * i(x)) * (x * ((i(x) * x) * i(x))) = i(x * i(x)) * ((x * (i(x) * x)) * i(x)) = i(x * i(x)) * (((x * i(x)) * x) * i(x))
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= i(x * i(x)) * ((x * i(x)) * (x * i(x))) = (i(x * i(x)) * (x * i(x))) * (x * i(x))
= e * (x * i(x)) = x * i(x)
The problem is that the chain is long, and to find the proof a deductive prover would have to generate a very large number of terms using the given equalities. Note that this example would also pose a problem for a basic rewriter because the rewrite set requires completion to solve the problem.
Using congruence classes to store a set of terms maximizes subterm sharing and performs the congruence closure decision procedure, thus reducing the memory and time requirements of the deductive prover. There is however an incompatibility that needs addressing: deductive proving relies on logic variables that can be instantiated to arbitrary terms during the proof search, while congruence classes treat all variables in the terms as constants (and hence congruence closure does also).
The contribution made in this paper is an exploration of some of the ramifications of using congruence classes to store terms with logic variables, and a demonstration of how the underlying data structure may be exploited to find all possible term matches modulo certain equalities. An immediate application of this is a percolation algorithm that performs undirected rewriting on congruence classes; we also describe this and characterize what it can and cannot prove. As a secondary contribution, the algorithms presented in this paper have all been implemented in the hol98 theoremprover, and some preliminary results with the percolation algorithm are examined.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 defines a set of congruence classes with the basic operations, Section 3 is on matching: we precisely define the problem, present the match-finding algorithm and prove that it always terminates with all matches. We describe the percolation algorithm in Section 4, and in Section 5 we briefly examine the functionality and performance of the HOL implementation. We draw some conclusions from the work in Section 6, and finally in Section 7 relate our approach to others. Appendix A contains the details of the HOL implementation.
Notation
Terms in HOL are either constants, variables, function applications app(t 1 , t 2 ) of terms to terms, or lambda abstractions l ambda(v, t) of variables from terms.
Congruence Classes

Introduction
A congruence class set is a data structure that allows a set of terms to maximize the sharing of their subterms (and hence stores them in the minimum possible space). This property provides the basis of the congruence closure decision procedure [1] for the theory E in which the only interpreted function symbols are = and =.
We define a congruence class to be a set of terms and a representative, so we can write a set of classes like this:
{ r ep 1 { elt (1, 1) , elt (1, 2) , ..., elt (1,m1) }, r ep 2 { elt (2, 1) , elt (2, 2) , ..., elt (2,m2) }, . . . r ep n { elt (n,1) , elt (n,2) , ..., elt (n,mn) } } This class set C has n classes; we write C i for the ith class, which here has m i elements. The set of elements of a class can never be empty; the representative is always an element. We also insist that there is a distinguished true class containing and a false class containing ⊥. One more piece of notation: given an element elt in class C with representative r ep, we will sometimes write class(elt) for C and [elt] for r ep.
Normal Form
A term t is in normal form with respect to a congruence class set C if t is an element of a class in C, and all the proper subterms of t are representatives of classes in C. A congruence class set is in normal form if all its elements are in normal form.
In practice it is convenient to keep the class set C in normal form at all times. This is not a burden; the empty class set is already in normal form, and we add an arbitrary term t to C by the following procedure:
1. We may assume by recursion on the term structure that the immediate subterms of t are equal to terms in normal form. 2. Thus since the immediate subterms are equal to elements of C we may rewrite them to be their class representatives, to get t . 3. If t is an element of C then we are done, otherwise we add the new class t {t }.
This procedure adds t to the class set C, and as a side effect produces the theorem t = t where t is in normal form.
Henceforth we will assume that congruence class sets are always in normal form, unless we explicitly state otherwise.
Congruence Closure
We define a close operation on a class set C: whenever two classes C i and C j in C have an element in common, then merge the two classes using the following algorithm:
1. First choose r ep to be the smaller 2 term of r ep i and r ep j . 3 2. Replace C i and C j in C with a new class C with representative r ep and which contains all of the elements of C i and C j . 3. Finally we must rewrite all occurrences (in proper subterms) of r ep i and r ep j within C to r ep.
So far the effect of this operation is the same as the standard congruence closure decision procedure, but we also need two more features in our close operation:
2 Smaller here means fewer nodes in the term tree. 3 Unfortunately, this is not quite enough to make our matching algorithm complete. In addition, for every logic variable X in r ep that is not in both r ep i and r ep j , we must instantiate X in r ep to an arbitrary value. This will always be possible, since if X is in r ep i but not r ep j , say, since the classes contain a common element we must
• Look for terms of the form A = B in the true class, where A is not the same term as B, and merge the classes with representatives A and B.
• Look for terms of the form A = A in all classes except the true class, and merge all the classes where we find such terms with the true class.
We now present a small example of congruence closure in action: 4 1. Start with a minimal set of classes:
Add the fact f (f (f (a))) = a to the true class:
. Now when we add the fact f (f (f (f (f (a))))) = a, we get a neat collapse:
} } This happens because from f (f (f (f (f (a))))) = a and f (f (f (a))) we can deduce that f (f (a)) = a, and then this and f (f (f (a))) = a together imply that f (a) = a.
There is nothing novel so far; the congruence closure decision procedure has already been implemented in HOL by Boulton [5] using term graphs, as part of his implementation of the Nelson-Oppen combination of decision procedures [12, 13] . We preferred the current data structure because it seemed easier to integrate logic variables and perform our matching algorithm on HOL terms, where we could use the standard HOL functions for operating on them. However, the underlying closure algorithm (using Union/Find) is the same in both cases, and both implementations perform a fully expansive proof. 5 .
Terms with Logic Variables
We assume that our terms contain logic variables from a set V . To avoid confusion between the two types of variable, we will always write logic variables in upper case and normal 'HOL' variables in lower case. Thus the term f (X) contains a logic variable but the term f (x) does not.
We store terms in a congruence class set treating logic variables as normal variables. This has the effect that t 1 and t 2 will be in the same congruence class if and only if for every variable instantiation σ we have σt 1 = σt 2 .
We are now in a position to define equality modulo C for a class set C, which we write = C . If t 1 = C t 2 , then t 1 can be transformed to t 2 by a sequence of rewriting operations which always replace an element of C with another element in the same class, treating logic variables as constants.
To illustrate this central definition, if we have a class in C containing both X and X + 0, then we can certainly say that X = C X + 0 and 7 + ((X + 0) + 0) = C 7 + X, but not that
We also define t ∈ C C i to mean t = C r ep i . Note that = C is an equivalence relation, and if C is closed then for all t there will be at most one C i such that t ∈ C C i .
Matching Algorithm
Suppose we have a congruence class set C that is closed and in normal form. The precise version of the matching problem that we would like to solve is: given classes C i and C j , what variable instantiations σ allow C i to match to C j ? A particularly important example of this problem for deductive proving occurs when C i contains the goal term and C j is the true class, when the question is equivalent to asking what instantiations of variables in the goal term make it true. First we define these terms, and then present a solution.
Definitions
We define a variable instantiation σ : V → T to be a function from logic variables to terms (which may themselves contain logic variables). Given a term t ∈ T , we write σt to mean the instantiation of variables in t according to σ.
For a congruence class set C containing classes C i and C j , we say that σ allows C i to match to C j if
We define a function χ : V × C → P(V → T ) from variable-class pairs to sets of variable instantiations
So φ(S) is the set of all functions from V to T that, for every (X, C) pair in S, map variable X to a term 'provably in C'. We call sets of variable-class pairs substitutions.
The Algorithm
The reason that we defined the function φ in the previous subsection is that for every pair (C i , C j ) of classes the algorithm we present finds substitutions S such that every variable instantiation in φ(S) allows C i to match to C j . Let match(C i , C j ) be the current set of substitutions between (C i , C j ). We initialize each match(C i , C j ) as follows: 
And now we inductively build up match, terminating when it is no longer possible to add anything new to any match(C i , C j ):
• Given an element in class C j of the form l ambda(v, r ep b ) and a substitution S ∈ match(C B , C b ); if there exists an element l ambda(v, r ep B ) in some class C i then add S to match(C i , C j ).
• Given an element in class C j of the form app(r ep f , r ep a ), and substitutions S ∈ match(C F , C f ) and S ∈ match(C A , C a ); if both -S and S are compatible, (i.e., for every variable X there is at most one element in S ∪ S of the form (X, C)).
Note that here we are using the fact that C is in normal form. We will illustrate the algorithm on an example. Unfortunately, all real-life examples are too large to represent, so the example will necessarily have to be rather artificial. We invent an 'if-and-only-if' operator, f , which returns true exactly when its two boolean arguments are equal. The example shows what matches occur on the term f (f ). 6 1. Here is the result of adding the fact f X X and the term f (f ) to a minimal class set:
The initial matches are easy to calculate, every class matches itself, and the boolean logic variable X matches all the boolean classes:
)}} All other match sets are empty.
3. After one inductive step, we gain the following extra match:
This comes from the application inductive step, using the compatible substitutions {} and {(X, )}, contained in match(f, f ) and match(X, ) respectively.
4.
After two inductive steps, we gain the following extra match:
Again from the application inductive step: this uses the substitution from the previous step, and the compatible substitution {(X, )} contained in match(X, ).
Since f X X has representative , this is how the match appears. Notice that there are no matches from to f (f ), because the relevant substitutions are incompatible.
5. The algorithm now terminates, because no more substitutions can be added to any match set. All the match sets are returned to the calling application.
We will return to this example in Section 4, to show how the percolation algorithm makes use of the returned match sets.
There are two significant optimizations that can be made to the theoretical algorithm. Firstly, we do not add a substitution S that is less general than a match S that we already have (i.e., φ(S) ⊆ φ(S )), though the algorithm above adds anything that is different. This costs nothing and promotes faster convergence.
Secondly, we divide the inductive stage into passes, so that on pass n + 1 we add matches that arise from the result of pass n. This allows us to optimize by considering only the matches that were new at pass n, instead of every match. This is most significant for the application inductive step, where if there are m new and M old matches at pass n, it only has to consider 2mM + m 2 combinations instead of (m + M ) 2 .
Proofs
We will prove three theorems about the algorithm: firstly, it terminates on all inputs; secondly, a soundness result that every match that it finds is valid; thirdly, a completeness result that every possible match is found. The purpose of these theorems is to show that the theoretical algorithm is logically sound 7 and also to provide some useful information on the scope of the ideas. They can be used in proving facts about procedures that make use of the Matching Algorithm: we will see in Section 4 that the Percolation Algorithm relies on the termination and completeness results.
Theorem 3.1 (Termination)
The matching algorithm terminates on all inputs.
Proof. Let c be the number of classes in C, and let v be the number of logic variables in C. Note that the algorithm does not create any new classes or logic variables, so c and v are fixed. The number of variable-class pairs that may arise in the matching algorithm is bounded above by vc, and so the number of possible sets of variable-class pairs, i.e., substitutions, is bounded above by 2 vc . Define the termination measure to be the sum of the number of substitutions in all the match sets. Since there are c 2 match sets, this is bounded above by c 2 2 vc . The algorithm terminates when it cannot add any new substitutions to any match set, so the termination measure must increase on every inductive step. But it is bounded above, so the algorithm must terminate.
Lemma 3.2 For all substitutions S and S , we have that φ(S ∪ S ) = φ(S) ∩ φ(S ).
Proof.
Theorem 3.3 (Soundness)
For every substitution S ∈ match(C i , C j ), for every variable instantiation σ ∈ φ(S), we have that σ allows C i to match to C j .
Proof.
We proceed by structural induction on match, and assume that we have just added substitution S to match(C i , C j ), and that σ ∈ φ(S).
Firstly suppose S is one of the initial substitutions; for step 3 it is clear from the definitions that X ∈ C C i and σ(X) ∈ C C j , similarly for step 4 we have that r ep i ∈ C C i and σr ep i ∈ C C i . Now consider the lambda inductive step. By the induction hypothesis there must exist t B ∈ C C B and t b ∈ C C b with σt B = t b , so therefore we have that l ambda (v 
Finally consider the application inductive step. There must exist classes C F , C f , C A and C a such that app(r ep F , r ep A ) is an element in C i and app(r ep f , r ep a ) is an element in C j . In addition, there must exist compatible substitutions S f ∈ match(C F , C f ) and S a ∈ match(C A , C a ) such that S = S f ∪S a , and so by Lemma 3.2 we know σ ∈ φ(S f ) and σ ∈ φ(S a ). Now we may apply the induction hypothesis to t a ) , as required.
Lemma 3.4
For every class C i , all the logic variables in r ep i are also in every element of C i .
Proof. This is true when the class initializes, and the case when two classes merge is taken care of in the footnote to Subsection 2.3.
Lemma 3.5 For every t ∈ C C, there is an element x in C such that one of the following holds:
• t is a logic variable, constant or normal variable and t = x.
Proof. Consider a counter-example t with minimal term depth. t = C r ep, so consider the first time we meet an element x in C in the rewriting chain between t and r ep. If x is a logic variable, constant or normal variable then we must have that t = x because there can be no previous step in the chain. If x is a lambda or application term, then it must always have been so, and now we can appeal to the minimality of t to show that the proper subterms must satisfy the necessary conditions.
Theorem 3.6 (Completeness) For every variable instantiation σ that allows
Proof. Assume the result is false and pick a counterexample σ. There must exist t i ∈ C C i and t j ∈ C C j with σt i = t j , and we may assume that the term depth of t i is minimal over all counterexamples. Using Lemma 3.5 we perform a case split on t i :
Suppose t i is a logic variable X. Then we will have that σ ∈ φ({(X, C j )}), and since the HOL type of t i is the same as the HOL type of σt i this substitution was added to the set in step 3 of the initialization. Contradiction.
Suppose t i is a constant or normal variable. Then t i = t j , and since C is closed we have that C i = C j . By Lemma 3.4 the representative of C i contains no logic variables at all, and so the set {} was added to match(C i , C i ) in step 4 of the initialization. φ({}) contains every variable instantiation, so certainly contains σ. Contradiction.
Suppose t i = l ambda(v, t B ), so t j = l ambda(v, t b ), and we must have classes such that t B ∈ C C B and t b ∈ C C b . Since σt B = t b and t B has strictly smaller term depth than t i (by the normal form property), we must have a substitution S ∈ match(C B , C b ) such that σ ∈ φ(S). Therefore S must have been added to match(C i , C j ) in the lambda inductive step. Contradiction.
Finally suppose t i = app(t F , t A ), so t j = app(t f , t a ), and we must have classes such that t F ∈ C C F , t A ∈ C C A , t f ∈ C C f and t a ∈ C C a . Since σt F = t f and t F has strictly smaller term depth than t i , we must have a substitution S ∈ match(C F , C f ) such that σ ∈ φ(S). Similarly we must have S ∈ match(C A , C a ) such that σ ∈ φ(S ). By Lemma 3.2 we have that φ(S) ∩ φ(S ) = φ(S ∪ S ), so σ ∈ φ(S ∪ S ), and hence S and S are compatible. This implies that S ∪ S was added to match(C i , C j ) in the application inductive step. Contradiction.
Percolation Algorithm
The Percolation Algorithm performs undirected rewriting on the congruence classes, and is an easy application of the Matching Algorithm. Here is how it works:
1. Perform the Matching Algorithm. 2. For every substitution S in match(C i , C j ) and for every element t in C i , create the element t by applying the substitution S to t, and add t to C j . This step is illustrated in Figure 1 . 3. Perform a close operation. This is one iteration of the percolation algorithm. There is no hope here of always reaching a fixed-point after many iterations; this would allow us to decide the word problem for the equalities in C, which is undecidable [3] . In general our algorithm is a semi-decision procedure for the word problem, and in particular cases where a fixed-point is reached it is a full decision procedure.
Returning to the example used in Section 3 to illustrate the matching algorithm, suppose the percolation algorithm had performed step 1 and been returned the match sets we created in the example. In step 2 it would be able to make exactly one addition: adding to the class with representative f . After the close operation in step 3, this is how the classes look:
{ f } } In practice we give each element a level number, and we define the level of a substitution S in match(C i , C j ) to be the maximum level of: the element in C j that was matched; and the substitutions used to create S. When we add new elements to C j we give them the level of the match plus one. Now if we insist that the level of all elements added is less than some maximum then we can run the percolation algorithm until a fixed-point is reached, since now it is guaranteed to exist. This method of allocating level numbers was chosen so that we can give our rewrite rules (like X + Y = Y + X) an initially high level number, which will then stop them being rewritten like everything else!
Results
The examples we chose to test the program are listed in Table 1 , and the results for these examples are detailed in Table 2 . The Percolation Algorithm is not the most efficient way to prove the test theorems, and gets bogged down when the maximum level is set above about 4 (depending on which rewriting theorems are used). The first example is a triviality that is impossible for standard congruence closure [3] ; the second example (from the introduction) derives the right inverse law from the group axioms; the other examples depend on the usual arithmetic rewrites and are designed to show what happens in such a rich theory. We give each example in Table 1 a number which is used in Table 2 , and also show the minimum level necessary to prove the result. The columns in Table 2 in order are: example number, iteration number, number of classes, number of elements, number of matches, time to find the matches, time to add the new elements (assimilation), time to perform congruence closure, and total time spent on the iteration. We measured the number of elements and classes before each iteration. At the end of all the iterations we write in bold the total time spent in each phase. 8 Note that the standard first order prover in HOL, MESON_TAC, proves examples 1, 3 and 4 in under 2 seconds, but can't prove the others at all (at least, not in any reasonable time).
The first thing that can be noticed from Table 2 is that the times to perform the three phases are of the same order: no one phase relatively dominates or vanishes. The second thing is that there is an awfully large number of matches for even small maximum levels, bringing in a correspondingly large number of new classes and elements. The congruence closure phase can reduce the size of the class set by a factor of 10 after an assimilation, and if we weren't using congruence classes this reduction in space would not be possible. However, despite this saving, undirected rewriting causes a subterm explosion; all congruence classes can really do is postpone the point beyond which we lose control.
Conclusions
We have described the technical steps involved in integrating logic variables with congruence classes, and presented an algorithm to discover matches between classes. This problem is analogous to the problem of finding the shortest path between two points on a weighted graph: in both cases the solution algorithm computes seemingly more than is required. Dijkstra's Algorithm [7] solves the shortest path problem but must compute the shortest path from the source point to every other point; and the matching algorithm presented here computes all matches between every pair of classes.
This 'side-effect' is exploited in the Percolation Algorithm: finding every match is exactly what we want for undirected rewriting, and congruence classes provide an efficient storage mechanism. However, the results show that it is not efficient enough to stem the tide in theories such as arithmetic with large sets of equalities, and it cannot compete with a rewriter when there exists a directed rewrite set. This suggests a natural compromise: for all equalities that make up such a rewrite set, let the rewriter work and feed the resulting simplifications to the congruence classes, we can then run the Percolation Algorithm on these and the rest of the equalities. This further integration will form the basis of future work, as well as the original aim of building a deductive proof procedure on top of the congruence classes. Unification is frequently used in deductive proof search, and perhaps there exists a unification algorithm on classes analogous to the matching algorithm presented in this paper. We have briefly investigated this, and the problem seems to be more difficult: at the separation of variables phase we may have to create new classes to accommodate the new variables, so even our termination proof fails in the new context. There are also some improvements to be made to the current congruence class component, including allowing type variables to match (which will be useful in polymorphic theories), and allowing higher-order matching by including conversions on the underlying lambda calculus. This could perhaps work in a similar way to the Percolation Algorithm, looking for terms of the form app(l ambda(v, C i ), C j ), and then producing a new term by replacing all occurrences of v in C i with C j .
Related Work
McAllester [11] has also used congruence classes for storing terms, in order to perform rewriting in non-confluent theories. The application is different but the theory is very similar, since it is motivated by the same goal of reducing the space needed to store terms. One notable difference is that McAllester uses context-free grammars to represent the current state of the congruence classes, whereas we use an ad-hoc representation. However, in higher-order logic this doesn't really matter, because there are only two term constructors. Another difference is that in our system the equations for rewriting come from the congruence classes, whereas in McAllester's setup they are prescribed in advance. This is in keeping with our respective applications, McAllester is seeking to improve rewriting performance, and we want to improve the handling of equality in deductive proof procedures.
Apart from this, the most frequent use of congruence classes has been in the heart of the Nelson-Oppen combination of decision procedures [12, 13] , which uses congruence closure to propagate the equalities generated by the component decision procedures. Since traditional congruence closure treats term variables as constants, most of the work in equality reasoning has concentrated on rewriting. There is much theory on this (see Baader & Nipkow [3] for a comprehensive overview), and many systems (powerful simplifiers exist in many theorem provers, including HOL 9 , Isabelle 10 and PVS 11 ; and the OBJ family of languages is based on rewriting logic [8] ).
There have been many attempts to integrate equality reasoning with deductive proving, with varying degrees of sophistication. The first-order prover Gandalf [14] includes paramodulation as a basic proof step, as do many others, while Harrison's implementation in HOL of Model Elimination [9] axiomatizes equality and relies on deductive proof alone. A comparison of the two [10] suggests that paramodulation is more effective than pure deduction. In this paper we have argued that even more infrastructure would improve performance again.
On the more general note of interleaving equality and deductive steps, we observe that Boyer and Moore [6] have argued for (and implemented) a tight integration of decision procedures and provers; Armando and Ranise's reconstruction [2] separated the sharing of data but preserved the mutual recursion; and Zammit [15] made use of rewriting interleaved with deductive proof steps by generalizing proof rules with simplifiers. 
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